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Incentive Payment for
Smartcane BMP
Accreditation

The new CANEGROWERS Burdekin Cane Supply Agreement contains
incentive payments for Smartcane BMP accredited growers that CBL
secured from Wilmar during the negotiation process for the CSA.
Clause 11 on Pages 81 & 82 of the CBL Collective CSA contains the
qualification and payment information for the 15 cents per tonne of cane for
growers who have attained their Smartcane BMP accreditation in the three
core modules being:
A.

Module 1 – Soil Health and Nutrition Management;

B.

Module 2 – Irrigation and Drainage Management; and

C.

Module 3 – Weed, Pest and Disease management.

Payments will be made after the conclusion of the Crushing Season and
within 30 Business Days following receipt of satisfactory documentary
evidence of Smartcane BMP accreditation and the Mill Owner’s verification
of the Cane Delivery Tonnes.
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Burdekin Cane Auditing Services (BCAS) has appointed the
cane auditors for each Mill for 2017, these Auditors are:
Invicta Mill

4782 9153

Workplace Coordinator

Ray Collinson

Advanced

Sue Wright

Competent (2)

Joy Egan

Competent (1)

Lee Fudge

Pioneer Mill

4782 5345

Workplace Coordinator

Geraldine Cantarella

Advanced

Bernice Roebuck

Competent (2)

Martin Watego

Competent (1)

Jenna Koppen / Roxanne
White

Kalamia Mill

4783 0319

Workplace Coordinator

Vicki Lewis

Advanced

Jane Gambino

Competent (2)

Lynne Denaro

Competent (1)

Amanda Chapple

Inkerman Mill

4782 1020

Workplace Coordinator

Mark Saunders

Advanced

Richard Bond

Competent (2)

Carol Betteridge

Competent (1)

Sharon Begg / Christine
Torkington

2017
estimate
8, 00,000

Week 2 as at 2 /0 /2017

Cane Auditors
appointed for 2017
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BUNGE in the Burdekin Power price cut
exposes myth of
inability to act

CANEGROWERS Burdekin’s Wayne Smith (middle) with Bunge Sugar
Division Officers Neil Foo & Henry Tay

Singapore based Sugar Division officers of Global
Agribusiness Company Bunge visited the Burdekin this week
as part of a familiarisation tour of the Queensland Sugar
Industry.
Bunge is a global producer and processor of oilseeds, grains
and other agricultural goods, as well as producer of ethanol in
Brazil and a global trader of sugar. It had 201 revenues of
US$ 2.7 billion.
Among other topics discussed the officers presented the
Bunge June Sugar Market Update when they met with the
CANEGROWERS Burdekin managers.

Power price pain
continues to grow

Today’s announcement by the Queensland Competition
Authority (QCA) that electricity prices for irrigated agriculture
will increase by up to 5.1 will do nothing to allay the fears of
farmers who are seeing their livelihoods slowly eaten away by
rising power prices.
While the 5.1 increase is better than the outrageous 10.3
rise recommended in the QCA’s original determination,
CANEGROWERS CEO Dan Galligan said any rise to
electricity prices for regional Queensland is indefensible.

The posturing of the State Government over power prices
should be leaving a very sour taste in the mouths of regional
Queenslanders who are budgeting for yet another rise in their
electricity bills. Trying to paint itself as the good guy this time
around, the Government has stepped in to cut by half the
increases proposed by the Queensland Competition Authority
(QCA).
So, household bills will go up by 3.3 per cent instead of 7.1 per
cent. We are expecting that this means that bills for farmers
who irrigate will go up 5 per cent and not the 10 per cent the
QCA had determined. QCA’s proposed price increases would
have boosted the State Government’s coffers by almost $1.5
billion over the next three years. Halve that, and the
Government bottom line is still boosted by $700 million from
Ergon over that time. This is still a huge hike and it must be
remembered it is money from the electricity bills that regional
Queenslanders struggle to pay. It is in effect a hidden tax from
the households and businesses of Queensland. This latest
episode shows that, despite the denials by successive
administrations over many years, the Queensland Government
does have the power to intervene in electricity pricing.
No longer can it pass the buck of outrageous electricity price
rises to the Queensland Competition Authority or the Australian
Energy Regulator. By intervening this time, and making such a
song and dance of it, the Government has revealed it could
have done this earlier.
It has shown that it can act to knock the waste and inaccurate
accounting out of the system and ensure that we are charged a
fair price for the electricity services being delivered.
Canegrowers, and regional Queensland, expect and deserve
nothing less.
DAN GALLIGAN
CANEGROWERS Queensland CEO

“Let’s be clear, this is not a price cut by the QCA,” Mr Galligan
said. “It is merely a smaller increase to power prices that are
already horrendously high.”
“The revised determination comes after an intervention by the
State Government and in doing so the Government has shown
it can do something about power prices and it needs to do
more.
These unsustainably and unnecessarily high power prices will
continue to strangle economic activity and destroy jobs across
regional Queensland if unchecked.”
Electricity prices for farmers who grow food and fibre for
Australians and export markets have gone up more than 130
since the pricing system changed nine years ago. Over the
same period CPI has increased by just 21 .
“The QCA announcement merely reduces the size of the pain
and for some producers it delays the inevitable,” Mr Galligan
said. “Without a change, farmers will have to either get off the
grid or go out of business!”
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QSL Grower Rep
Member nominations
now open

Nominations are now open for candidates interested in serving
their local growing communities as a QSL Grower
Representative Member.
QSL’s 23 Grower Representative Members are the voice of
Queensland’s
000+ cane growers, with one elected
representative for each of the 21 mills in Queensland as well
as two additional appointments representing CANEGROWERS
and the Australian Cane Farmers Association.
The 21 elected grower representatives hold their positions for a
three-year period and during this time are expected to attend
QSL Annual General Meetings and other special members’
meetings as required in order to vote on matters of significance
to the Queensland sugar industry.
In addition to this they also act as a vital communication link
between QSL and growers throughout Queensland, providing
direct feedback to QSL on behalf of the growers they serve
while also keeping them abreast of QSL activities and
important information.
Nomination forms and other information about the election
process are available from QSL offices, your local collective,
mill and the QSL website (www.qsl.com.au).
To nominate as a representative for a mill area, you must be a
sugar cane grower who supplies sugar cane under contract to
a mill in your relevant mill area. Nominations close on Friday
5pm QLD time Friday 28 July 2017.
If QSL receives more nominations than the designated number
of Grower Representative Member positions available in a
particular milling district, growers in that district will be advised
that a vote is to take place and voting papers will be made
available.
It should be noted that there is no remuneration paid for this
position. It will be up to the individual Grower Representative
Member as to how active they want to be in their role, but we
encourage them to participate to ensure QSL’s ongoing
success.
In return for taking on this task, QSL commits to listening to
their feedback and keeping them updated on our efforts as we
work to maximise the value we deliver to the Queensland
sugar industry.
For more information about this role click here.
Nomination forms are available here.

QSL Indicative
Advances Program 2017 Season

The current indicative ‘Advances Payments’ program for the
Fixed Price Forward Contract Pool, Target Price Contract Pool,
Guaranteed Floor Pool and all other pools for the 2017 season
is reported below.
The program represents the average returns for all pools and
pricing platforms for raw sugar supplied under the RSSA and
On-Supply Agreements. Suppliers will be paid a proportional
amount of QSL’s then current estimate of the forecast final
weighted average pool price the Supplier will receive for raw
sugar supplied under the RSSA and On-Supply Agreements,
with some exceptions. The 2017 season will see the
introduction of the Accelerated Advances Program for the
Fixed Price Forward Contract Pool, Target Price Contract Pool
and Guaranteed Floor Pool whereby participants in that pool
will receive 0 of the pool value by December 2017.
Suppliers to the Fixed Price Forward Contract Pool and Target
Price Contract Pool will have the option of selecting the
accelerated advances program or remain with the standard
advances program.
The QSL Board reviews the program periodically to determine
whether increases to the program can be approved. The initial
advance rate of 0 for all pools were reviewed and approved
by the Board at the April 2017 meeting. The next review of the
program will be at the July meeting where the August 2017
advance rate increase will be considered.
The program below is indicative only in its entirety and should
not be taken as a commitment by QSL with regard to either the
advance rate or date of increase. The program may change
during the season depending on movements in the marketing
and shipping plans, sugar price and currency movements and
timing of cash flows. Suppliers’ positions in relation to any
pricing elections may also impact the timing and size of
advance payments.

Award increases as at 1st July

As at the 1st July all employment awards will increase. The minimum wage increase announced was an increase of 3.3 . Below
is the new rates for the Sugar Industry Award.
Classification

$ Week

$ Hour

$ Single Contract

$ Casual

3 . 1

11.50

13.23

1 .38

.1

1 .37

1 .53

17.

Cultivation / Cane Employees
Inductee / Trainee (Youths under 18 years)
Inductee / Trainee(Youths 18 to under 1 years)
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Adults
Inductee / Trainee

701.50

18.

21.23

23.08

Grade 1

75 .10

1 .8

22.82

2 .80

Grade 2

780.20

20.53

23. 1

25.

Inductee / Trainee

73 .30

1 .38

22.2

2 .23

Grade 1

75 .10

1 .8

22.82

2 .80

Grade 2

780.20

20.53

23. 1

25.

Inductee / Trainee

75 .10

1 .8

22.82

2 .80

Grade 1

780.20

20.53

23. 1

25.

Grade 2

80 .10

21.2

2 . 8

2 . 1

Cane Haulage Employees – Adults

Cane Harvesting Employees – Adults

Superannuation contribution - must be calculated at .50

of each individual employee’s Ordinary Time Earnings.

Calculation of Ordinary Hourly Rate - for all purposes of the Award, the Ordinary Hourly Rate for each of the Classifications
contained herein shall be the Weekly Rate divided by 38 with rounding on the second decimal place. The Fair Work Statement
refers to weekly wages will be rounded to the nearest 10 cents.
Single Contract Hourly Rate - Employees engaged on a single contract hourly rate shall be paid the number of hours worked per
day at 115 of the applicable classification ordinary hourly rate irrespective of the number of hours worked per day or per pay
period or the days of the pay period on which work is performed. Employees engaged on this basis shall be entitled to personal/
carer’s leave, compassionate leave and annual leave entitlements.
Piecework Rate - Employees engaged on a piecework basis shall be paid a minimum piecework rate sufficient to equal the
payment for actual hours worked at both ordinary time and overtime in the relevant pay period plus a loading of 20 .
Casual Rate – A casual employee is an employee engaged as such. They must be paid per hour at the rate of 1/38th of the
weekly rate prescribed for the class of work performed, plus a casual loading of 25 . This loading is instead of entitlements to
paid leave and other matters from which casuals are excluded by the terms of this award and the NES. The casual loading does
not constitute part of the casual employee’s all purpose rate.
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Do you pay your employees
on a piecework rate? Do
you know your obligations? Dr Jason Eglinton
The Sugar Industry Award states that field sector employees may be
to lead SRA
engaged in writing on a piecework basis as follows :
sugarcane plant
a. An agreement for piecework may be entered into between the
employer and the individual employee for the performance of any
breeding
work to be done under this award, and the pieceworker will receive a
minimum piecework rate sufficient to equal the payment for the
actual hours worked based on both ordinary time and overtime as
the case may be, in the relevant pay period plus a loading of 20 .
b.

c.

Each piecework agreement must be reviewed half way through the
crushing season and at the end of the crushing season to ensure
that the employee has received the full entitlements owing.
Each piecework agreement must be in writing and signed by both
parties and each employee will be supplied with a copy of such
agreement free of charge and a copy of the mutual agreement will
be provided to the employee’s representative, if any.

d.

The base rate of pay in relation to entitlements under the NES for an
employee on a piecework rate is the minimum wage identified in
clause 38 for the employee’s classification level.

e.

The full rate of pay in relation to entitlements under the NES for an
employee on a piecework rate is the minimum wage identified in
clause 38 for the employee’s classification level plus a loading of
20 .

Sugar Research Australia (SRA) has appointed Dr
Jason Eglinton to lead the Australian sugarcane
breeding program in the role of Key Focus Area
Leader for Optimally Adapted Varieties, Plant
Breeding, and Release.
Dr Eglinton joined SRA earlier this year and has
extensive experience in modern plant breeding
technology and innovation including genetic tools
such as genome sequencing, molecular markers,
and high-throughput phenotyping.
He was formerly Professor of Plant Breeding at the
University of Adelaide, where he led the
development and commercialisation of new feed
and malting barley varieties.
SRA CEO Mr Neil Fisher said that Dr Eglinton
would continue to deliver on SRA investors’
requests for SRA to innovate within the Australian
sugarcane breeding program.
“He will work with SRA’s existing plant breeders
and all our research scientists, as well as external
researchers, to bring innovation to the breeding
program and deliver positive outcomes for
Australian sugarcane growers and millers,” Mr
Fisher said.
“The breeding program continues to be the single
biggest investment area for SRA on behalf of our
investors, delivering new and improved varieties
with optimum traits and that suit the local
conditions.”
Dr Eglinton’s appointment follows the resignation of
Dr Bert Collard. Mr Fisher thanked Dr Collard for
his contribution at SRA and the work he had
undertaken to integrate introgression and
molecular markers into the breeding program.
“Dr Eglinton will continue this work to accelerate
genetic gain and deliver improvements to the
Australian sugarcane industry through new
varieties.”
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Pricing information
2016 Season Advances & Payments
as at 8 June 2017
$/tonne IPS
1.

QFF industry member CANEGROWERS has slammed
the Queensland Competition Authority's (QCA) electricity
prices announced on Friday 1 June as "indefensible".
QCA's regulated prices HERE. CANEGROWERS
statement HERE.

2.

Queensland farmers are serious about on-farm energy
effeciencies and energy renewables being realised
through the QFF Energy Savers Program. See Part 2 of
QFF's Energy month columns in QCL HERE.

3.

QFF
industry
member
CANEGROWERS
has
helped finalise Cane Supply Agreements (CSAs) that
allow their members in four Queensland regions to choose
how raw sugar from their cane is priced and sold.
CANEGROWERS statement HERE.

.

5.

More farmers are realising Farm Management Deposits
(FMD) provide self-insurance that leads to steady income.
QFF is leading research on how insurance can be used as
a form of risk management for farmers. QFF Column
HERE.
A three-month gun amnesty has been announced by the
Federal Government in a bid to rid the community of
illegal firearms. ABC article HERE. Details HERE.

.

Farmers are encouraged to take part in an Agribusiness
Investment Forum on 8 August to learn how to take their
businesses to the next level. Details HERE. Register
HERE.

7.

The CSIRO and the Department of the Environment and
Energy are studying how Australia’s biodiversity has
changed in recent years. Farmers are encouraged to
share their insights through a online survey HERE. Project
HERE.

8.

.

QFF has called for a unique ' F Tariff' for producers of
option as producers of food, fibre, fuel and foliage to help
resolve part of the energy crisis. See Part 1 in the QFF
'Energy Month' series in QCL HERE.
QFF industry member Cotton Australia has outlined how,
with ongoing electricity price wars, a small number of
growers are exploring options to get off the grid. Details
HERE.

10. Telstra's regional coverage will increase with 1 8 new
mobile base stations allocated under the Federal
Government’s Mobile Black Spot Program (MBSP). QCL
article HERE.

Initial
18 August 1 *
20 October 1 *
15 December 1 *
2 January 17*
23 February 17*
23 March 17*
20 April 17*
18 May 17*
22 June 17
Final Payment

$2 7
$32
$3 8
$383
$ 23
$ 37
$ 0
$ 5
$ 1
$50
$51

% estimated
return

80.0
82.5
87.5
0.0
5.0
7.5
100

* paid
The Advance Program is a guide only. CANEGROWERS Burdekin takes no
responsibility for its accuracy. It only applies to growers who did not forward
price for 201 (the default method). Growers who have forward priced for
201 will be paid the same percentage of their final expected proceeds. For
individual advance rates check your grower forecast on the Wilmar website.

Wilmar Indicative Future Sugar Prices
as at 23 June 2017
Gross

$/Tonne IPS
Net

2017 Season

$38

$3

2018 Season

$ 1

$3

201 Season

$ 37

$ 27

Estimated QSL Pool Prices
As at 16 June 2017
$/Tonne IPS
GROSS 2016
QSL Harvest Pool

$513

QSL Actively Managed Pool

$5 0

QSL Guaranteed Floor Pool

$

QSL US Quota Pool

$778

QSL 2-season Forward Pool

$ 80

QSL 3-season Forward Pool

$

5
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Growers can monitor QSL pool performance via the Price Pool Matrices
published on the QSL website (www.qsl.com.au). This information is updated
regularly and provides a sense of how the QSL-managed pools are performing
over the current season.
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Contact Us
canenews is read by the majority of Burdekin cane
farmers and their families in the Burdekin. Copies
are also circulated to all CANEGROWERS Offices,
businesses, industry, politicians, Government
Agencies and members of the community.

HEAD OFFICE
1 1 Young Street, Ayr
bdk@canegrowers.com.au
Office Hours Mon - Thurs: am - 5pm
Fri: am - 3pm
7 0 3 00
CANEGROWERS Hall
8 Tenth Street, Home Hill
Harvey Coe

General Manager

0 37 585 18
7 0 3 03

Wayne Smith

Manager: Member Services

0 28 83 802
7 03 0

Michelle Andrews

Manager: Finance & Admin

7 0 3 02

Tiffany Giardina

Payroll & Administration

7 0 3 01

Racheal Olsen

Solaris Insurance Brokers
Manager

JP (Qual)

7 03 0
0 08 38 518

Published Weekly by:
CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited
ABN:
Postal Address:
Telephone:
Facsimile:
Email:

3 11 32 325
PO Box 33, AYR QLD 807
(07) 7 0 3 00
(07) 783 1
bdk@canegrowers.com.au

Please direct all advertising enquiries and materials
to the above.

Disclaimer

racheal_olsen@solarisinsurance.com.au

Email address: firstname_lastname@canegrowers.com.au
DIRECTORS
Phil Marano
Chair

marano@bigpond.com

0 0 00 371

Owen Menkens
Deputy Chair

owen_menkens@hotmail.com

0 0

Steven Pilla

spilla8@bigpond.com.au

0 17 071 8 1

Roger Piva

rogerdpiva@gmail.com

0 2

Sib Torrisi

sibbyt58@bigpond.com

0 2 827 1

Greg Rossato

greg_rossato@outlook.com

0 18 713 5 3

80 17

83 815

In this disclaimer a reference to “CBL ”, “we”, “us” or “our”
means CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited and our
directors, officers, agents and employees. This newsletter
has been compiled in good faith by CBL . Although we do
our very best to present information that is correct and
accurate, we make no warranties, guarantees or
representations about the suitability, reliability, currency or
accuracy of the information we present in this newsletter,
for any purposes.
Subject to any terms implied by law and which cannot be
excluded, we accept no responsibility for any loss,
damage, cost or expense incurred by you as a result of
the use of, or reliance on, any materials and information
appearing in this newsletter. You, the user, accept sole
responsibility and risk associated with the use and results
of the information appearing in this newsletter, and you
agree that we will not be liable for any loss or damage
whatsoever (including through negligence) arising out of,
or in connection with the use of this newsletter. We
recommend that you contact CBL before acting on any
information provided in this newsletter.

Burdekin Cane Auditors—Workplace Coordinators
Site

Name

Email

Phone

Invicta

Ray Collinson

ray@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

782 153

Kalamia

Vicki Lewis

vicki@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

783 031

Pioneer

Geraldine Cantarella

geraldine@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

782 53

Inkerman

Mark Saunders

mark@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

782 1020

